ABSTRACT Industrial control systems (ICSs), especially distributed control systems (DCSs), are usually composed of several subsystems. Each subsystem is controlled by a control unit such as a programmable logic controller (PLC) or a micro-controller and collaborates with other subsystems via the field bus, Ethernet, or other communication links. In the traditional development process, engineers program for each PLC separately and skillfully orchestrate the collaboration among subsystems, which is difficult and errorprone. The larger the scale of the ICS is, the higher the complexity of the collaboration is, and the more errorprone the development process is. In this paper, we propose a decomposition-based development method for distributed ICSs to reduce the difficulty of developing distributed ICSs whose subsystems cooperate with each other. First, we present a general event-triggered specification language named Industrial Modeling Collaboration Language (IMCL) for modeling ICSs; the language allows describing system functions and physical resources in one unified model. Second, we provide an approach for decomposing the complex system model into multiple fine-grained and interactive subsystem models. Specifically, under given resource constraints, we propose an automatic decomposition and collaboration algorithm based on the IMCL model to meet the original functional requirements. In this way, engineers can develop distributed control systems without considering the underlying complex interaction mechanisms. We present a case study to demonstrate it.
I. INTRODUCTION
Industrial control systems (ICSs) are the systems used for industrial process control; the systems can range from a few modular panel-mounted controllers to larger interconnected and interactive distributed control systems (DCSs). The larger ICSs usually consist of supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems, DCSs, and programmable logic controllers (PLCs), etc. Such systems are extensively used in industries such as chemical processing, pulp and paper manufacture, power generation, oil and gas processing and telecommunications. As shown in Fig.1 , in a industrial control application, there are massive sensors monitoring various control process variables (PVs) and transmitters transferring data to a local controller such as a PLC or an embedded
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Tao Zhang. micro-controller via some type of industrial field bus. By comparing these data with desired set points (SPs), the local controller derives command functions which are used to control a process through the final control elements (FCEs), such as control valves. Several local controllers usually collaborate with each other as a DCS to achieve advanced process control. Hence, an actual ICS is similar to a special distributed computer system that consists of a number of Computing Units (CUs) [1] . However, every CU has its own capability limits to handle tasks, schedule physical resources and collaborate with other CUs. For example, a controller may be not able to complete a certain calculation task within a specified time alone or some devices connected to a CU cannot be directly accessed by another CU, but are accessed through communication between these two CUs. Moreover, the more CUs and resources exist, the more complex the communication process is. Therefore, it is challenge to design a distributed system with a certain number of controllers with different capabilities and different resources. In the traditional development process, developers usually use a top-down method to design a large system in a unified manner, but separately implement the subsystems. In order to ensure the functional consistency, developers have to design an elaborate communication mechanism to schedule different controllers, and they have to perform elaborate tests or adopt formal verification techniques to ensure the functional correctness. As ICSs have become more feature-rich and more intelligent, a growing number of physical resources exist in a system and there are certainly more and more complicated communication processes, implying that the industrial control processes must be more complex than before. All of this complicates design and development of such systems and the costs increase.
To overcome these problems of increasing complexity, we propose a decomposition-based development method, which reduces the complexity of a system by decomposing the large and complex system into several subsystems that are simpler and easier to control. In this way, a complex functional model can be automatically replaced by a series of models of subsystems after decomposition. An actual ICS can be treated as a complex model. Every CU in a system is responsible for a portion of the system functions and can be considered as the corresponding model of a subsystem. If one task is too complex to be handled by one CU, it will be decomposed into multiple tasks handled by multiple CUs collaborating with each other. Moreover, since most CUs have limits in terms of physical resource scheduling, the communication used for indirect access among CUs will be automatically generated. Many researchers [2] - [4] have made great achievements regarding collaboration of ICSs. A lot of researchers have focused on the intelligent industrial ecosystem [5] , [6] , which handle the collection of massive data from the various devices by dynamical collaboration. However, they did not take into consideration the complex physical resources for the whole collaboration process. For example, there are three physical resources (res1, res2, res3) in one system and all of those resources should work together; there are two CUs (CU 1 , CU 2 ), where CU 1 is limited to schedule res1 and res2, and CU 2 is limited to schedule res1 and res3. Neither of the two CUs can independently carry on the system functions. Therefore, it is necessary to find the best solution to ensure that the two CUs collaborate with each other to implement the system requirements.
In our research, we introduce an event-triggered language called Industrial Modeling Collaboration Language (IMCL) which is a platform-independent specification language for ICSs. With this language, we can describe the system functions and the physical resources in one unified model. Moreover, we propose the decomposition algorithms that can decompose the complex system model into a number of subsystems that correspond to every CU with constraints of resources. This algorithm includes the program analysis of control flow and data flow and the physical resource allocation under specific resource constraints. To maintain a functional consistency between the subsystems and the original system model, we present a collaboration algorithm to automatically generate interactions among these subsystems. In addition, we present an optimization method to obtain the optimal solution for system collaboration. This approach allows us to design the whole system in a unified form and decompose the system model automatically, which facilitates the design and development for large-scale industrial DCSs. Finally, a case study is presented to illustrate the utility of the proposed approach.
A. OUTLINE
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the related work. In Section 3, we introduce the industrial Modeling Collaboration Language (IMCL) for modeling ICSs. In Section 4, we proposes the approach for decomposition and collaboration as well as the corresponding algorithms. Section 5 provides a case study for a product inspection and sorting system. Section 6 is the conclusion.
We note that a shorter conference version (4 pages) of this paper appeared in ICECCS 2017. Our initial conference paper did not give the specific details of the IMCL and the algorithms for model decomposition and collaboration. This manuscript provides them.
II. RELATED WORK
The problem of the system decomposition and collaboration has been much discussed in the academic community during the past decades. The industry has been experimenting with different methods and new technologies to achieve better solutions for specific industrial environments [7] . In [8] , it is mentioned that with the rapid advancement of information and communication technologies, particularly the Internet and Web-based technologies during the past years, various systems integration and collaboration technologies have been developed and deployed to different application domains including architecture, engineering, construction, and facilities management.
In particular, there are some approaches in the field of distributed systems and web programming that are closely related. Neubauer and Thiemann [9] proposed a multi-tier calculus and splitting transformation for constructing multitier applications in the sequential setting. This work is very similar to our work. However, each operation used in the sequential program needs to be initially annotated whether the operation is location independent. In our work, this kind of information can be obtained through automatic dependence analysis. In [10] , a framework for conversion of sequential code into distributed program code is described. Moreover, a specific hierarchical clustering algorithm is applied to obtain the optimal distribution of the program code. The key is that this framework is used to harness the processing power of idle computers in networks by automatically distributing the user application across available resources. In other words, these computing devices are equivalent. This approach is close to automatic program parallelization. In our work, we need to consider specific resource constraints which make our computing units different. It makes our work suitable for the design of control system composed of heterogeneous devices. Reference [11] presented a high level programming language named ML5 for spatially distributed computing, which uses a type system based on modal logic to statically exclude program that used mobile resources unsafely and allows an entire distributed application to be developed and reasoned about as a unified program. However, this approach requires the corresponding compiler and runtime to support. In particular, the language is hard for industrial control system engineers to use. Conversely, IMCL is rather close to the program model for PLC. Serrano and Berry [12] introduced a programming language named HOP, which incorporates all the required Web-related features into a single language with a single homogeneous development and execution platform. And Links from the University of Edinburgh [13] is similar. Their goal is to make the web application development more coherent. However, in our work, on the one hand, we use a unified language to specify the application for industrial controllers; on the other hand, we focus on the automatic task assignment under some constraints.
As for specification languages, the Event-B [14] and the timed automata [15] , [16] can be used to model the ICSs, and both are suitable for property verification of safety-critical systems. Especially, the Event-B has robust and commercially available tool support for specification, design, proof, and code generation. However, IMCL is designed as a novel language for the automatic decomposition of complex systems. After describing one complex system with the IMCL, developers or researchers can use the decomposition algorithm to automatically break a complex system into multiple smaller and simpler sub-systems. Importantly, these subsystems will hold the same function as the original system by collaborating based on a specific communication mechanism.
Program slicing is closely related to the decomposition approach in our work. Weiser [17] proposed the program slicing method, which slices a program based on the dataflow and control-flow analysis. Ferrante et al. [18] , present the intermediate program representation called the program dependence graph (PDG). Larsen and Harrold [19] presented the construction of system dependence graphs for objectoriented software and described the computation of slices on their system dependence graphs. However, our language is task-oriented and event-triggered. Gauthier et al. [20] and Cheng [21] proved the decomposition theorems for linear programs and the approach of slicing concurrent programs, respectively. References [17] - [21] are influential regarding the basic principle of our decomposition algorithms.
In [4] and [22] - [24] , many researchers have focused on multi-agent systems and have made great achievements.
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Zou et al. [25] investigated the problem of event-triggered distributed predictive control for multi-agent systems. Olfati-Saber et al. [26] provided a theoretical framework for the analysis of consensus algorithms for the decomposition of multi-agent network systems with an emphasis on the role of directed information flow and robustness to changes in the network. He et al. [27] analyzed the decomposition method for the industrial power demand. De Gea Fernández et al. [6] introduced an intelligent and intuitive dual-arm robotic system for industrial human-robot collaboration. Hsieh [28] proposed a collaboration mechanism of resource donation, including unilateral resource donation and reciprocal resource donation. In our study, the collaboration algorithm is based on the premise of resource constraints.
Henzinger et al. presented a time-triggered language called Giotto [3] , which provides an abstract programmer's model for the implementation of an embedded control system with hard real-time constraints. Giotto can be annotated with platform constraints such as task-to-host mappings and task and communication schedules. Different from Giotto, our research focuses on describing the system with event triggers. The NASA has released a toolkit called AutoBayes [29] that can decompose and converts a system model from a data analysis perspective. Valerdi et al. [30] proposed updates to requirements decomposition guidelines that will help generate the number of system requirements. Herberg and Lindemann [31] demonstrated the need for enhanced support for subsystem development and evaluation in large engineering systems. In [2] , it is described how to transform one system into multi-subsystems using a criteria catalog and systematic requirement refinement; this article inspired our current research. In this research, we focus on the constraints of resources, which is the basis for decomposing one IMCL system. Chen et al. [5] introduced a framework and elaborated on research challenges about the industrial internet of things-based collaborative sensing intelligence. The authors believe that an intelligent industrial ecosystem enables the collection of massive data from the various devices that are dynamically collaborating with humans. In our work, we focus on the collaboration between CUs in an ICS with some resource constraints, which is different from the previous existing research.
III. INDUSTRIAL MODELLING COLLABORATION LANGUAGE (IMCL)
In an ICS, one task of a control unit usually consists of three steps: input, computing, and output, and each task is executed cyclically. In the input step, the control unit reads the values of the sensors. In the computing step, the control unit performs some computations such as numerical calculations and conditional judgment, etc. In the output steps, the control unit modifies the values of the variables that are mapped to some output points or control actuators to conduct certain mechanical actions by providing output signals to driver devices. Therefore, a task of a control unit can be regarded as an event trigger that waits for an event and performs certain actions when the event occurs. In particular, periodic tasks can be considered as being triggered by time events. Therefore, we proposed the industrial modeling collaboration language (IMCL) in an event-trigger format. According to IEC61131-3 (the open international standard IEC61131 for PLC), a PLC have a configuration; a configuration consists of several resources (like CPUs); each resource consists of multiple tasks (like processes); each task is bound with a program; each task can be executed once, on a timer or on an event. Logically, all tasks run concurrently. However, if the execution time is longer than the cycle or an event occurs during the execution of a piece of code that is managing a previous event, a new task instance is created but waits in a waiting queue to schedule. It is a task management problem. In this paper, we assume all event triggers run concurrently. Here, we will introduce the abstract syntax of the IMCL. The concrete syntax is provided in the Appendix A.
A. THE SYNTAX OF IMCL
The abstract syntax of the IMCL is defined as follows: and ⊥ indicate the true and false respectively. Next, we introduce certain special expressions in the IMCL. C exp represents the set of communication expressions. The channel!m refers to sending a value m via a channel. The channel?m refers to receiving a value m from a channel. The sync.n refers to obtaining the synchronous data n. E exp is the execution expression. The conditional choice E 0 B E 1 indicates that if B is true then E 0 , else E 1 . The B * E indicates that E will iterates until B is false. Specifically, a Dev denotes that the system transmits the value a to a physical device Dev, while Dev a is obtaining a from Dev. T exp represents the event-triggered expressions. The trigger B E denotes an event E occurring when the event condition B is true. The trigger channel?m E exp indicates that the event E will begin to execute when receiving a m from the channel.
B. IMCL MODEL FOR INDUSTRIAL CONTROL SYSTEM
The modeling process focuses on system functions and features and includes the following two steps:
1) MODELLING THE PHYSICAL RESOURCES
Physical resources includes sensors, actuators, and other read-write devices. The representations of the physical resources depend on the industrial environment. Considering their effects on the whole system, we describe all the resources as variables to unifying the definition of the resources.
2) MODELLING THE SYSTEM
By observing the behavior, a system integrates numerical calculations, read-write operations, and other actions. We model them as execution expressions. Multiple execution expressions in one specific order can comprise one trigger for an event marked as T .
An IMCL model consists of multiple concurrent event triggers, that are triggered only when the event condition is satisfied. Let be the concurrent operation of two events s.t. T 1 T 2 . Then, the IMCL model Prog can be defined as follows:
There is an example of ICS: the data collector collects information and saves it to the database. When the temperature sensor detects the temperature exceeds 200 degrees, the system turns on the fan to cool the system. The IMCL model of this system is shown as follows:
We abstract the physical resources in the system as variables. The T 1 and T 2 are two event triggers representing different process control functions. Therefore, the system model can be described as Prog = T 1 T 2 .
IV. APPROACH FOR DECOMPOSITION AND COLLABORATION
For a given IMCL program Prog ori , we obtain an abstract syntax tree (AST) which contains details of its statements by parsing it using an open source grammar parser tool, ANTLR [32] . Subsequently, we obtain the corresponding control flow graph (CFG) and data flow graph (DFG) from the AST. A CFG = N , E is a directed graph, where N is a set of nodes, and E ⊆ N ×N is the set of edges whereas DFG is a data-flow digraph structure. If (n 1 , n 2 ) ∈ E, then n 2 is the immediate successor of n 1 . During the construction of the CFG, we obtain the information of each node. For each node n, we have the following three sets:
REF(n), DEF(n) and INFL(n). REF(n)
is the set of variables whose values are used at n, and DEF(n) is the set of variables whose values are changed at n. INFL(n) is the set of nodes transitively control dependent on n, and it is not empty only if n has more than one immediate successor (for example, n is a branch statement or a loop node).
There is a post data-dependence (DD post ) set of nodes for every node in the DFG, which is described as follows:
The DD post (n) denotes those nodes which are data-dependent on node n.
SDG:
The system dependence graph (SDG) is a graphic representation of the system model with data dependence and control dependence; it is constructed based on the CFG and DFG:
which denotes that the SDG is a combination of the CFG and all post data-dependence.
There are five basic terms for the approach:
• Original Model: The original model is an IMCL model Prog ori given at the start, which is the description of an ICS.
• Statement: The statement is the minimum computational task level of the program. Therefore, the Prog ori can be treated as a set of statements.
• Resource Constraints: They describe the constraints of the physical resources that are limited available for specific CUs.
• Decomposition Models: These are multiple models where all of the statements in Original Model are decomposed into for the specified CU . In other words, the Prog ori with the resource constraints is transformed to a set of Prog cu for every CU.
• Collaboration Model: This is a set of the Prog cu interacting with each other through communication and synchronization. Figure 2 shows an overview of the approach for decomposition and collaboration that we have implemented in our tool. For an industrial control system, we model the physical resources and the system functions in one Original Model (Prog ori ). Based on the SDG of the Prog ori , we implement the decomposition and collaboration algorithms to decompose the Original Model into the Collaboration Model with the resource constraints.
A. DECOMPOSITION ALGORITHMS
We can determine the dependence of the control flow and data flow to keep the constancy of the Original Model and Decomposition Model only by analyzing SDG. Therefore, the SDG analysis is a very important part of the decomposition algorithms. 
1) ANALYSIS OF SDG
As mentioned before, SDG is the original model got from AST. We show the principal conversion procedure from AST to SDG.
In Algorithm 1, there are one input AST and one output SDG in this algorithm. Let V be the set of variables in a program. For each v ∈ V , v is the set of statements lately assigned before each statement is reached, and the v is the new set after the assignment. Specifically, for two statements m and n, which have the same control-dependence statement, if m is a condition of the loop statement, then for a variable var ∈ V , the v after reaching m is through all the relevant control statements with m rather than directly as the v of n. Therefore, it needs to recursively solve the INFL(m) with m before n. Example 2 is used to explain this special situation.
Example 2. Figure 3 shows the IMCL program Prog ori and the SDG obtained by Algorithm 1. The statement S 5 (IF(x<2)) and S 10 (y:=y * 2) in the figure are influenced by statement S 4 (WHILE(y<100)) because the variable y in S 10 depends on S 6 and S 8 . Therefore, when calculating the relationship between the variable y and the S 10 , it is not necessary to directly depend on the dependence of S 5 and S 10 , but rather it is required to recursively solve the data change dependence of S 5 and its substructure. In the S 5 , y = {3, 10}, y = {3, 10}, but in S 10 , y = {6, 8} and y = {10}. 
2) DECOMPOSITION WITH RESOURCE CONSTRAINTS
In this part, we decompose the Original Model into Decomposition Model with resource constraints. DD pre , the pre datadependence for each statement, can be obtained from the corresponding DD post . The definition is as follows:
where m is a statement that is data-dependent on the statement in DD pre (m).
The Algorithm 2 presents the principal procedures of the decomposition algorithm. It includes two inputs:
i. SDG: The system dependence graph of Original Model where every node in the tree is a statement with
REF(node), DEF(node), and INFL(node). ii. resConst: A mapping of the resource constraints to
CUs. The output of this algorithm is decompModel, which is a Decomposition Model with all statements labeled by the specified CUs.
The core of this Algorithm 2 comprises three steps: i. Firstly, if one statement is associated with one resource, we label the statement with the CU corresponding to the constraint of this resource. ii. Secondly, for every statement n labeled with CU, we will label the same CU for every statement in DD pre (n) that has not been labeled; this ensures that the influence on the decomposition for every resource is as fair as possible. iii. After the two preceding steps, there are still some unlabeled statements, then we label them with the CU in the forward control-dependence statement. This indicates that if there are statements n and m in INFL(n), then the m will be labeled with CU in n. The summary of algorithm 2 is that it requires O(|N ||R| + 2|N ||Dep|) time, and O(|N | + |R| + |DD pre | + |INFL|) space.
B. COLLABORATION ALGORITHM
In this section, we describe the collaboration algorithm. The vital part of this algorithm is that the optimized solution for collaboration can be obtained after an evaluation. The key to ensuring the reliability of Original Model and Collaboration Model is the communication during collaboration, which is based on the SDG analysis.
1) COMMUNICATION OF COLLABORATION
We abstract the communication protocols between multiple models. The IMCL unifies the communication and data synchronous among multiple models. There are three specific communication methods as follows:
• CHANNEL.CD!x and CHANNEL.CD?x: the symbol CHANNEL.CD is used for the control message and applied to the communication with control-dependence in multiple CUs or multiple internal event triggers in • CHANNEL.DD!x:data and CHANNEL.DD?x:data:
CHANNEL.DD is used for data message and is applied to the communication with data-dependence in multiple CUs or multiple internal triggers in a single CU. CHANNEL.DD!x:data refers to transmitting a data message x with data via the channel; CHANNEL.DD?x:data denotes receiving message x to data via the channel.
• SYNC.DATA:data: the SYNC.DATA is used to synchronize the data in different event triggers. Both CHANEL.DD and SYNC.DATA can be used to transfer data; however, unlike CHANEL.DD, SYNC.DATA does not have any dependence on the data in the Original Model.
2) COLLABORATION OF DECOMPOSED MODELS
We will review some definitions. The output is the actual number of Prog cu s with CHANNEL.CD, CHANNEL.DD, and SYND.DATA.
First, we should consider the control-dependence of the statements in CUs. For any two different statements n and m where m is control-dependent on n in Prog ori , if the two different statements are in different event triggers of Prog cu s, we should implement the CHANNEL.CD to collaborate the two statements. The CHANNEL.CD n, m indicates that the CU containing n sends a CHANNEL.CD!x message after executing the n, and the CU containing m will not execute the m until receiving the message CHANNEL.CD?x.
Second, we will consider the data-dependence of the statements in the CUs. For any two different statements n and m where the m is data-dependent on n in Prog ori , if both n and m are in the same CU but in different event triggers, then we handle the collaboration like collaborateStatements. The collaborateStatements describes the process in which if the n is a structure containing more than one immediate successor, then we should implement the CHANNEL.DD to collaborate the two statements. Otherwise, we implement the SYNC.DATA to collaborate these statements. If both n and m are in different CUs, we will handle the collaboration in the same manner as in the function collaborateStatements. The CHANNEL.DD n, m indicates that the CU containing n sends a CHANNEL.CD!x:data message with data after executing the n, and the CU containing m will not execute the m until it receives the message CHANNEL.CD?x:data with data. The SYNC.DATA n, m indicates that the CU containing m synchronize the variable rewrite by n at any time.
The summary of algorithm 3 is that it requires O(|N | 2 |T |) time, and O(2|N | + |T cu | + |T ori |) space.
C. OPTIMIZATION OF COLLABORATION MODEL
During the collaboration process, it is important to analyze and evaluate some of the characteristics of the collaboration models to get the optimal solution. For a collaboration model, it is necessary and efficient to reduce the number of communications between the CUs as much as possible. Because some resources can be allocated to different CUs, there is a need to evaluate the different results to determine the best collaboration model.
1) RESOURCE ALLOCATION
Some resources in the system model can be scheduled by a number of different CUs. Therefore, different allocations of those resources will cause different resource constraints and will contribute to different collaboration models. For example, there are four resources (res1, res2, res3, res4) and the relationship of the CUs mapping resources is:
They can be combined into the following four different resource constraints because the res1 and res4 can be allocated to either A cu or B cu : In this study, we suggest an evaluation strategy to help researchers and developers to find the relatively optimal collaboration model. The evaluation is presented in the following equation:
The proposed evaluation equation is based on the normalization. We use the equation to compare the different effects of the results. It includes three parts: control dependence, data dependence and synchronization, and we define CD, DD and SYNC as the number of CHANNEL.CD, CHANNEL.DD, and SYNC.DATA, respectively, in one collaboration solution.
For the example of the part of CHANNEL.CD, the minimum data of the serial CD i is identified as CD min and the maximum one is identified as CD max by the result of all solution statistics. Furthermore, it is a common way to normalize the data by the construct of normalization to map every value of CD i to a fixed range between 0 and 1 for scaling purposes.
The expressions of CHANNEL.DD and SYNC.DATA expression are similar to the CHANNEL.CD except that the object of the control dependence is replaced by the data dependence or synchronization. The last step is to sum the value of the three parts, and the smaller the value of Eval(Sol i ) is, the better the solution is. Therefore, the optimization function can be written as follows:
where S is the set of all possible solutions. This function can help us find the solution with relatively minimum dependencies. Here, the solution S j is optimal if and only if Eval(Sol j ) == min i∈S Eval(Sol i ).
In practice, however, different evaluation strategies should be selected for different design goals. Moreover, there may be some constraints would make some solutions infeasible. For example, under the limitations of existing communication technologies, some real-time constraints may not be satisfied after decomposition. To overcome this kind of problems, some auxiliary constraints have to be supplemented into the decomposition and the collaboration algorithm.
V. CASE STUDY
An example of a real industrial product inspection and sorting system is used to demonstrate the approach.
A. PRODUCT INSPECTION AND SORTING SYSTEM
The product inspection and sorting system is used for product quality inspection and automatic sorting. A path delivery facility delivers products to two conveyors in turns. Both the two conveyors have a read device and a write device. The read device obtains some information from a product to check the quality of the product, and then the write device prints a detection result mark on the product. Then the sorting section scans the detecting mark on the product and decides to sort the product into the qualified area or the disqualified area.
B. IMPLEMENT OF SYSTEM MODEL
As introduced above, we will describe the modeling of the system using IMCL. The implementation of the system model includes three parts:
(1) Unifying the resources. SENSOR and DEVICE are the two types of resources that the system uses to get physical information and to control. Figure 4 shows the model of the product inspection and sorting system. The model contains five event triggers. The first one is triggered when pathSensor is true, and PATHSET will take a product to the two conveyors. The second one is triggered when the sensor1 is true; Then the SREAD1 reads the information from the product to check whether it is qualified or not, and then the SWRITE1 marks the checking result on the product and so does the third event trigger. The fourth one indicates that when the pathSensor is true, the sorting device will determine the destination of the product based on the mark on the product scanned by the SCANNER. The fifth one indicates that the system checks the system after the picked becomes true. Based on the implementation of the model, a collaboration model is obtained after decomposing the model with the resource constraints. The whole process consists of the resource allocation, decomposition of the model, and the collaboration with evaluation.
(1) Resource allocation: SREAD2, SWRITE1, and PATH-SET are all resource constraints that they can be used by more than one CU ; eight solutions satisfying these resource constraints are generated, and are listed in Table 1 .
(2) Optimization of Decomposition and Collaboration: There are eight results shown in Table 2 corresponding to the eight solutions in Table 1 . As shown in Fig.4 , there are 27 statements in the model and every statement is the minimum computational task we want to decompose. Table 1 shows the eight solutions to decompose the model. In every solution, each CU has a set of statements, which means that the CU can take the minimum computational tasks in the original model. For example, in Sol 1, the C cu decomposed with the set {7, 11, 12} means that the C cu are labeled to statement 7, 11 and 12 in the sorting system model. The Collaborations in this table have three sub-parts: the CD shows the number of control dependencies in the collaborative system; the DD represents the number of data dependence in the collaborative system; the SYNC is the number of data synchronizations in the collaborative system. The Evals is the evaluation of the collaboration for every solution and it is the valuation standard of various solutions.
The results in Table 2 indicates that the Sol 3 is the optimal solution to decompose and collaborate for the model. The collaboration of four CUs is shown in Fig.5 . A comparison of the original model with the decomposition model indicates that:
• The first event trigger of the original model is assigned to B cu .
• The second event trigger is decomposed and implemented by collaboration between C cu and D cu .
• The third event trigger is distributed on C cu and A cu .
• The forth event trigger is distributed on A cu and D cu .
• The fifth event trigger is assigned to B cu . In summary, based on the result of the dependence analysis, some triggers are not modified and just transferred from the original computing unit(CU) to the new CUs. As for the remaining event triggers, which have to execute on multiple CUs and collaborate through communication, the only thing that happens is that these event triggers are split up and then reconnected with communication operations across CUs. The data flow and the control flow of the original monolithic program do not change, which means the execution semantic of these event triggers do not change on a logic level.
The implementation of this case study can be cloned from our github repository. 1
VI. CONCLUSION
Due to the increasing complexity of ICSs or specific resources limits, an ICS is usually divided into several subsystems that collaborate with each other. Although engineers usually use top-down approaches to design these systems and break the original system into multiple subsystems, the collaborative processes among these subsystems are 1 https://github.com/JiawenXiong/ModelDecomposer still designed and implemented manually in the traditional development process, which is difficult and error-prone. To overcome this problem, we propose a model language called IMCL to model the ICSs by taking into consideration the unifying resources and system functions. Then we develop the decomposition and collaboration algorithms based on the SDG analysis, and use the algorithms to decompose the complex system model with given resource constraints into multiple collaborating submodels of the control units efficiently and reliably. Moreover, using an optimization strategy, we obtain the optimal collaboration model of the algorithms by comparing the collaboration solutions. Therefore, our proposed approach can effectively improve the flexibility and practicality of the development for ICSs; it allows developers to avoid making mistakes and saves more time and energy for the subsequent implementation.
In the future, we plan to integrate additional constraints into the decomposition algorithms such as the cost of specific communications. 
